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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present patent-application relates to and asserts priority from Japanese patent application No. 2011-112713
filed on May 19, 2011, and incorporates the entirety of the contents and subject matter of all the above application herein
by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[Field of the Invention]

[0002] The present invention relates to an art for resource access control of ordinary applications in an integrated
broadcasting communications system using broadcasting and a communication network such as the Internet or a ded-
icated IP (the Internet Protocol) line.

[Description of Related Art]

[0003] Recently, various services (hereinafter, "integrated broadcasting communications service") provided by inte-
grating broadcasting and communications has been studied accompanying with the digitalization of broadcasting and
the faster and broader-bandwidth communications (refer to, for example, non-patent documents 1 and 2). In the integrated
broadcasting communications service, it is assumed that a variety of information related to broadcast programs is
acquired via a communication network and presented in combination with the broadcast. Further, a receiver is assumed
to use applications adapted to the integrated broadcasting communications services, in order to utilize the integrated
broadcasting communications services.

[Related Documents]

[0004] Non-patent documents:

1. "Overview of Research of the Integrated Broadcasting and Communications Technology in NHK STRL", NHK
STRL (*) R&D, No. 124, 2010-11, P4-P9
2. "Technical Overview of Hybridcast (TM)", NHK STRL (*) R&D, No. 124, 2010-11, P10-P17
*: STRL: Science & Technology Research Laboratories

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[Problem to be solved]

[0005] In order to achieve the service more appealing to viewers, the integrated broadcasting communications service
needs an environment which provides applications (A-applications) produced in compliance with certain rules by broad-
casting stations, a variety of service providers, and individuals. Other applications (ordinary application), however, must
not be allowed to freely access resources of the receiver provided by the integrated broadcasting communications
services from the point of view of the security and a public nature of broadcasting, since such applications are not
guaranteed to behave as expected in the integrated broadcasting communications services.
[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide an integrated broadcasting communications receiver, a resource
access control program, and an integrated broadcasting communications system that can properly authenticate the
applications and prohibit the ordinary applications having no guarantees of operation from unlimited resource access in
the integrated broadcasting communications services.

[Solution to the problem]

[0007] In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver accord-
ing to a first invention of the present patent-application is provided in an integrated broadcasting communications system.
The integrated broadcasting communications system includes a broadcast transmitting apparatus for transmitting a
broadcast program; a signature key issuing device for issuing a signature key that is secret information and a verification
key that is public information corresponding to the signature key; an application registration device for signing an appli-
cation with the signature key; an application registration device for signing an application with the signature key; a
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repository for storing an A-application that is a signed application; and an application server for storing an ordinary
application that is a non-signed application. And the integrated broadcasting communications receiver is provided with
a verification key storing unit, an application obtaining unit, an application determination unit, and a resource access
controlling unit.
[0008] According to the above configuration, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver stores a verification
key in the verification key storing unit beforehand. In addition, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver
acquires applications stored in either the repository or the application server via a network by the application obtaining
unit. Thus, the application acquired by the application obtaining unit can be classified into either an ordinary application
or an A-application according to whether the application has the signature added or not.
[0009] Here, "A (Authorized)-Application" is an application that is approved by a system administrator.
[0010] For example, the system administrator verifies manually or automatically whether or not the A-application
performs an expected operation in the integrated broadcasting communications system, and approves the application
that has no problems in the verification result as the A-application.
[0011] In addition, the "ordinary application" is an application that is not approved by the system administrator.
[0012] Further, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver makes the application determination unit use
the verification key to verify whether a signature of an application that has been obtained by the application obtaining
unit is valid or not. Thus, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver makes the application determination unit
determine that the obtained application is the A-application if the signature of the obtained application is valid or that the
obtained application is the ordinary application if the signature is not valid or not signed.
[0013] Further, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver makes the resource access controlling unit per-
form resource access control to prohibit an obtained application from accessing to a predetermined resource, based on
the determination result by the application determination unit. For example, if the determination result asserts that the
verified application is the ordinary application, the resource access controlling unit forbids the ordinary application to
access a broadcasting resource described later. On the other hand, if the determination result asserts that the verified
application is the A-application, the resource access controlling unit does not need to forbid the A-application to access
the broadcasting resource. In the above way, the resource access controlling unit can forbid the ordinary application
that is difficult to ensure safety to access to the resources without limitation.
[0014] Even for the ordinary applications, the resource access controlling unit may not forbid an access to some
resources such as a receiver resource described later.
[0015] In addition, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to the second invention of the
present patent-application further makes the application determination unit determine whether a signature of the appli-
cation is valid or not, when the application is activated or obtained, in addition to the application determination unit of
the integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to the first invention.
[0016] The above-mentioned configuration enables the integrated broadcasting communications receiver to reduce
the number of verification of the signature in the case of verifying the signature of the application when the application
is obtained. In contrast, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver may also verify the signature every time
the application is activated.
[0017] In addition, in the integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to the third invention of the
present patent-application, the resource access controlling unit further performs resource access control based on a
resource access controlling table that determines in advance which resources can not be accessed by each of the A-
application and the ordinary application, in addition to the integrated broadcasting communications receiver according
to the first or second invention of the present patent-application.
[0018] This resource access controlling table is created, for example, by a broadcast station or the system administrator,
sent via a broadcast wave or a network to the integrated broadcasting communications receiver and stored therein. That
is, in the integrated broadcasting communications receiver, the broadcast station or the system administrator may
manage the resource access controlling table.
[0019] Also, in view of the above-mentioned problems, the integrated broadcasting communications system according
to the fourth invention of present patent-application includes the integrated broadcasting communications receiver, the
broadcast transmitting apparatus, the signature key issuing device, an application registration device, the repository,
and the application server according to the first invention of the present patent-application.
[0020] According to such a configuration, the integrated broadcasting communications system retrieves an application
stored in either the repository or the application server through the integrated broadcasting communications receiver.
Then, the integrated broadcasting communications system has the integrated broadcasting communications receiver
determine whether the acquired application is the A-application or the ordinary application, and according to the deter-
mination result, performs a resource access control to inhibit an access to a predetermined resource. This enables the
integrated broadcasting communications receiver to prohibit the ordinary application of which it would be difficult to
ensure the safety from performing unlimited access to the resources.
[0021] The first invention of the present patent-application can be implemented by a resource access control program
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to make hardware resources of the integrated broadcasting communications receiver such as a CPU, memory, or a
hard disk (including a verification key storing unit) cooperate as the above-mentioned application obtaining unit, appli-
cation determination unit, or resource access controlling unit. This resource access control program may be delivered
via a network, or by writing the program into a recording medium such as a CD-ROM or a flash memory.

[Effects of the Invention]

[0022] The invention of the present patent-application provides a superior effect as follows.
[0023] According to the first, the fourth, and the fifth invention of the present patent-application, in addition to the A-
application, the ordinary applications that are produced by a variety of service providers or the like can be acquired, and
at the same unlimited accesses to the resources by the ordinary applications that are difficult to ensure safety can be
prevented. Thus, according to the first, fourth, and fifth invention of the present patent-application, since these ordinary
applications can also be securely provided to viewers, high safety can be ensured while promoting entering of a wide
range of service providers.
[0024] According to the second invention of the present patent-application, since a signature may be verified at a
timing of either obtaining or activating the application, the integrated broadcasting communications receiver can be
improved in the freedom of designing. Herein, according to the second invention of the present patent-application, in a
case in which a signature is verified when obtaining an application, it is possible to reduce the number of signature
verifications and the processing load on the integrated broadcasting communications receiver. In contrast, according to
the second invention of the present patent-application, verifying the signature each time of activating an application
enables to improve safety further.
[0025] According to the third invention of the present patent-application, the system administrator or the broadcast
station can manage the resource access controlling table and maintainability of the integrated broadcasting communi-
cations receiver can be improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the overall configuration of an integrated broadcasting communications
system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present patent-application.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the application server in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of the application ID generating device in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the signature key issuing device in FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the applications registration device in FIG. 1.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the repository in FIG. 1.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the receiver in FIG. 1.
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a data structure of the resource access controlling table that is set in advance in the
receiver in FIG. 1.
FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram showing an operation to activate the A-application in the integrated broadcasting
communications system in FIG. 1.
FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram showing an operation to activate the ordinary application in the integrated broadcasting
communications system in FIG. 1.
FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the application authentication process in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[Outline of integrated broadcasting communications system]

[0027] Referring to FIG. 1, a configuration of the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present patent-application is described.
[0028] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 make broadcast and communications collaborate, and
provides users (viewers) with various services together with a broadcast program. Specifically, the integrated broad-
casting communications system 1 transmits applications adapted to various services to the integrated broadcasting
communications receiver 90 (hereinafter, "receiver") via the network N, as well as transmits the broadcast program to
the receiver 90 via a broadcast wave W. Additionally, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 provides
the user with a variety of services relating to the broadcast programs by the application in the receiver 90. At this time,
the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 prohibit the ordinary application that is not authenticated by the
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system administrator from accessing to a predetermined resource in the receiver 90, in the viewpoint of safety (security)
and public nature of the broadcasting.
[0029] "Application" is software available at the receiver 90 including software running on a browser of HTML (Hyper
Text Markup Language) 5.
[0030] This application can be classified into the A-application or the ordinary application according to which the
signature accompanies.
[0031] Note that the application is sometimes abbreviated as "APP" in the specifications and drawings.
[0032] An application approved by the system administrator is called "A-application." In the present exemplary em-
bodiment, an application produced by service provider B is supposed to be "A-applications." The A-application is guar-
anteed the operation expected in the integrated broadcasting communications system 1. The A-application is provided
with a signature and an application ID by an application registration device 70 mentioned later and then stored in the
repository 80 described later.
[0033] On the other hand, an application that is not authorized by the system administrator is called "ordinary appli-
cation." In the present exemplary embodiment, application service provider A is supposed to produce an "ordinary
applications." The "ordinary application" is not guaranteed the expected operation in the integrated broadcasting com-
munications system 1 and stored in an application server 30 described later in a state in which none of an application
ID and a signature is added to the application.
[0034] The "broadcast station" sends a programmed content and broadcasts the broadcast program to a user (viewer)
through a broadcast wave: W or a network: N.
[0035] The "service provider" provides services, and produces and delivers content and applications to provide the
services.
[0036] The "system administrator" is an agency authenticating the A-application. For example, when the system ad-
ministrator authenticates an application produced by a service provider as the A-application, the administrator verifies
manually or automatically whether or not this application performs an operation expected in the integrated broadcasting
communications system 1.
[0037] As shown in FIG. 1, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 includes a broadcast transmitting
apparatus 10, a content delivery server 20A and 20B, an application server 30, an application management device 40,
an application ID generating device 50, a signature key issuing device 60, an application registration device 70, a
repository 80, and a receiver 90.
[0038] In the integrated broadcasting communications system 1, the content delivery server 20A and 20B, the appli-
cation server 30, the repository 80, and the receiver 90 are connected via the network N.
[0039] In the drawings hereinafter, the one-dotted chained line indicates a transmission in offline or online.
[0040] A broadcast transmitting apparatus 10 is installed in the broadcast station and a broadcasting facility for digital
broadcasting including program organizing equipment, program transmission equipment, transmission equipment, and
the like, which are not shown in the diagrams. The broadcast transmitting apparatus 10 transmits a broadcast program
(a broadcasting signal) to the receiver 90 via the broadcast wave W, the network N, or a cable (not shown in the drawings).
[0041] The detailed description of the broadcast transmitting apparatus 10 is omitted since the apparatus 10 has a
generally known configuration.
[0042] A content delivery server 20 provides the receiver 90 with content via the network N according to a request
from an application in the receiver 90. As the content delivery server 20, there are exemplified a VOD (Video on Demand)
delivery server, a caption delivery server, a multi-view delivery server and the like.
[0043] In the present exemplary embodiment, it is supposed that the content delivery server 20A is managed by the
service provider A, and that the content delivery server 20B by the service provider B.
[0044] The detailed description of the content delivery server 20 is omitted since the server 20 has a generally known
configuration.
[0045] An application server 30 is a server managed by the service provider A, and stores and manages an ordinary
application. The application server 30 responses to a request from, for example, the receiver 90 and transmits an ordinary
application to the receiver 90 via the network N.
[0046] An application management device 40 is managed by the service provider B, and stores and manages appli-
cations produced by the service provider B. Here, an application stored in the application management device 40 is
transmitted to the application registration device 70, for example, via a network N. In another way, a media that stores
the application may be sent to the system administrator in offline such as mail, and then the system administrator may
manually input the application into the application registration device 70.
[0047] The detailed description of the application management device 40 is omitted since the device 40 has a generally
known configuration.
[0048] An application ID generating device 50 generates an application ID to identify an application uniquely. The
application ID generating device 50 outputs the generated application ID to the application registration device 70.
[0049] A signature key issuing device 60 issues a signature key (private key) for generating a signature indicating that
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an application is the A-application, and a verification key (public key) required for verifying the signature. The signature
key generated by the signature key issuing device 60 is outputted to the application registration device 70. In addition,
the verification key generated by the signature key issuing device 60 is delivered to the receiver 90 in an arbitral way.
For example, the verification key is sent to the manufacturer of the receiver 90 and stored (pre-installed) in the receiver
90 in advance. In another way, an IC card that records the verification key may be sent to a user in offline, and each
user may have the receiver 90 read the verification key stored in the IC card.
[0050] An application registration device 70 adds the signature and the application ID to an application from the
application management device 40 and registers the application as the A-application. Here, the system administrator
verifies manually or automatically whether or not the application, for example, from the service provider B performs an
operation expected in the integrated broadcasting communications system. Then, an application with no problem in the
verification result is approved as the A-application by the system administrator and registered in the application registration
device 70. Then, the application registration device 70 generates a signature with the signature key from the signature
key issuing device 60, adds to the application the generated signature and an application ID from the application ID
generating device 50. Then, the application registration device 70 outputs to the repository 80 the A-application to which
the signature and the application ID are added.
[0051] The repository 80 stores and manages the A-application. The repository 80 responds to, for example, a request
from the receiver 9 and sends the receiver 90 the stored application A via the network N.
[0052] In this embodiment, the application ID generating device 50, the signature key issuing device 60, the application
registration device 70 and the repository 80 are managed by the system administrator.
[0053] The receiver (integrated broadcasting communications receiver) 90 is installed in a home of each user or the
like. The receiver 90 enables the user to watch broadcast programs by terrestrial digital broadcasting, BS digital broad-
casting, data broadcasting, and the like, and is capable of receiving an A-application and an ordinary application through
the network N. In addition, the receiver 90 authenticates (determines) either which an A-application or an ordinary
application the acquired application is, using the above-mentioned verification key. Furthermore, the receiver 90 regulates
to prohibit the acquired application from accessing some resources of the receiver 90, based on the authentication result
(determination result).
[0054] Furthermore, the receiver 90 may control such as acquisition, activation, and termination of the application
based on the application activation information.
[0055] The "application activation information" is information for identifying the application such as an application
identifier (ID) or an application installation location, as well as auxiliary information (information corresponding to an
application information table (AIT)) for controlling the acquisition, activation, and termination of the application, or the like.

[Configuration of application server]

[0056] Referring to FIG. 2, a configuration of the application server 30 is described (see FIG. 1 as necessary).
[0057] As shown in FIG. 2, the application server 30 is provided with an application input unit 300, an application
storing unit 301, and an application transmitting unit 302.
[0058] An application input unit 300 is a unit to which an ordinary application (an application managed service provider
A) is inputted. The application input unit 300 writes the inputted ordinary application to the application storing unit 301.
[0059] An application storing unit 301 is a storage device such as memory, a hard disk for storing an ordinary application.
Here, the location of an ordinary application in the application storing unit 301 is written in the application activation
information.
[0060] An application transmitting unit 302 responds to a request from the receiver 90 to transmit an ordinary application
to the receiver 90. Specifically, when the application transmitting unit 302 receives a request from the receiver 90 via
the network N, the unit 302 retrieves an ordinary application matching this request from the application storing unit 301.
Then, the application transmitting unit 302 transmits the retrieved ordinary application to the receiver 90 through the
network N.

[Configuration of application ID generating device]

[0061] Referring to FIG. 3, a configuration of an application ID generating device 50 is described (see FIG. 1 as
necessary).
[0062] As shown in FIG. 3, the application ID generating device 50 includes an application ID generating unit 500 and
an application ID output unit 501.
[0063] The application ID generating unit 500 generates an application ID to identify an application uniquely. The
application ID generating unit 500 generates an application ID, for example, according to a predefined naming rule. One
example of the above naming rule creates an application ID by combining a number that identifies the organization
producing the application and a number that is uniquely determined by this organization to identify the application. Then
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the Application ID generating unit 500 outputs the generated application ID to the application ID output unit 501.
[0064] The application ID output unit 501 outputs the application ID to the application registration device 70 just after
the application ID generating unit 500 inputs the application ID.
[0065] The application ID generating device 50 generates an application ID at the arbitrary timing. For example, when
determining an application from the application service provider B as the A-application, the system administrator manually
enters an application ID generating instruction into the application ID generating device 50. Then, depending on the
application ID generating instruction, the application ID generating device 50 generates an application ID.

[Configuration of the signature key issuing device]

[0066] Referring to FIG. 4, a configuration of the signature key issuing device 60 is described (see FIG. 1 as necessary).
[0067] As shown in FIG. 4, the signature key issuing device 60 includes a signature key/verification key generating
unit 600, a verification key managing unit 601, and a signature key managing unit 602.
[0068] The signature key/verification key generating unit 600 generates a signature key and a verification key. Here,
the signature key/verification key generating unit 600 generates a signature key and a verification key common to the
integrated broadcasting communications system 1 by a general public key cryptography, for example, RSA, ElGamal,
Rabin, and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Then, the signature key/verification key generating unit 600 outputs the
generated verification key to the verification key managing unit 601, and the generated signature key to the signature
key managing unit 602.
[0069] The verification key managing unit 601 stores and manages the verification key generated by the signature
key/verification key generating unit 600. For example, the verification key managing unit 601 stores the verification key
inputted by the signature key/verification key generating unit 600 into storage such as memory or a hard disk (not shown).
Then, the verification key managing unit 601 outputs the verification key stored. The verification key outputted by the
verification key managing unit 601 is pre-installed in the receiver 90, or delivered to the receiver 90 by way of such as
sending in offline an IC card storing the verification key.
[0070] Since it is not necessary to continue to store and manage the verification key after delivering it to the receiver
90, the verification key may be deleted from the verification key managing unit 601.
[0071] The signature key managing unit 602 stores and manages the signature key generated by the signature key/ver-
ification key generating unit 600. For example, the signature key managing unit 602 stores the signature key that the
signature key/verification key generating unit 600 inputs into storage such as memory or a hard disk (not shown). Then,
the signature key managing unit 602 outputs the stored signature key to the application registration device 70.
[0072] The signature key issuing device 60 may generate a signature key and a verification key by the time when the
registration of an A-application starts. For example, the system administrator enters manually a key generation order
into the signature key issuing device 60 when introducing or initializing the integrated broadcasting communications
system 1. Then, the signature key issuing device 60 generates and outputs a signature key and a verification key,
according to a key generation order inputted.

[Configuration of the application registration device]

[0073] Referring to FIG. 5, a configuration of the application registration device 70 is described (see FIG. 1 as neces-
sary).
[0074] As shown in FIG. 5, the application registration device 70 includes an application input unit 700, an application
ID input unit 701, an application ID adding unit 702, a signature key input unit 703, a signature generating unit 704, a
signature adding unit 705, and an application output unit 706.
[0075] The application input unit 700 is a unit which an application authenticated by the system administrator is inputted.
Then, the application input unit 700 outputs an inputted application to the application ID adding unit 702.
[0076] The application ID input unit 701 is a unit to which the application ID generating device 50 inputs an application
ID. Then, the application ID input unit 701 outputs the application ID adding unit 702 the inputted application ID.
[0077] The application ID adding unit 702 adds an application ID inputted by the application ID input unit 701 to the
application inputted by the application input unit 700. Then, the application ID adding unit 702 outputs the application
provided with the application ID to the signature adding unit 705.
[0078] The signature key input unit 703 is a unit to which the signature key issuing device 60 inputs the signature key
(secret key). Then the signature key input unit 703 outputs the entered signature key to the signature generating unit 704.
[0079] The signature generating unit 704 generates a signature using the signature key inputted by the signature key
input unit 703. A signature source message is a source message to generate a signature and made from, for example,
a combination of one or more of identification information such as a provider ID that uniquely identifies the service
provider, the application ID, a random number, and a binary code of the application itself. Then the signature generating
unit 704 calculates a hash value of the signature source message by applying to the message a hash function, (for
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example, SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm), MD (Message Digest Algorithm)). Moreover, the signature generating unit 704
generates a signature by encrypting the calculated hash value with the signature key and outputs the signature to the
signature adding unit 705.
[0080] Specifically, the signature generating unit 704 generates the signature represented by the following equation
(1). In this equation (1), Sig means a signature; ENC_Ks, an encryption with a signature key (secret key); Hash, a hash
function; Mes, a signature source message. 

[0081] Note that the signature source message mentioned above needs to be delivered to the receiver 90 by some
means. For example, the signature source message may be delivered to the receiver 90 by adding this message to the
application and delivering the message together with the application. Alternatively, the signature source message may
be delivered in the same manner as the verification key.
[0082] Thereafter, description is proceeded supposed that the signer signature is added to the application.
[0083] The signature adding unit 705 adds the signature inputted by the signature generating unit 704 to the application
inputted by the application ID adding unit 702. Then the signature adding unit 705 outputs the application to which the
application ID and the signature are added, to the application output unit 706.
[0084] The application output unit 706 outputs the application to the repository 80 immediately after the signature
adding unit 705 inputs the application. That is, the application output unit 706 outputs to the repository 80 as an A-
application, the application to which the application ID and the signature are added.

[Configuration of the repository]

[0085] With reference to FIG. 6, a configuration of the repository 80 is described (see FIG. 1 as necessary).
[0086] As shown in FIG. 6, the repository 80 includes an application input unit (APP input unit) 800, an application
storing unit (APP storing unit) 801, and an application transmitting unit (APP transmitting unit) 802.
[0087] The application input unit 800 is inputted the A-application by the application registration device 70. The appli-
cation input unit 800 writes the inputted A-application into the application storing unit 801.
[0088] The application storing unit 801 is a storage device such as memory or a hard disk for storing the A-application.
For example, the store location of the application A in the application storing unit 801 is written in the application activation
information.
[0089] The application transmitting unit 802 transmits the A-application to the receiver 90 according to a request from
the receiver 90. Specifically, when the application transmitting unit 802 receives a request from the receiver 90 via the
network N, the unit 802 retrieves the A-application that satisfies the request from the application storing unit 801. Then,
the application transmitting unit 802 transmits the retrieved A-application to the receiver 90 through the network N.

[Configuration of the receiver]

[0090] Referring to FIG. 7, a configuration of the receiver 90 is described (see FIG. 1 as necessary).
[0091] As shown in FIG. 7, the receiver 90 includes a broadcast receiving unit 901, a broadcast signal analysis unit
902, a video/audio decoding unit 903, a data broadcast decoding unit 904, a communication transmitting/receiving unit
905, an application activation information obtaining unit 906, an application activation information storing unit 907, a list
controlling unit 908, an application management/execution controlling unit 909, an activated application identification
information storing unit 910, an application obtaining unit 911, an application storing unit 912, an application execution
unit 913, an operation controlling unit 914, a composing and displaying unit 915, a security managing unit 916, and a
resource managing unit 919.
[0092] The broadcast receiving unit 901 receives a broadcast program (broadcasting signal) via an antenna A, a
network N, or a cable (not shown); performs demodulation, error correction, and decoding; and outputs the broadcast
program (broadcasting signal) to the broadcast signal analysis unit 902 as a MPEG2 transport stream (TS).
[0093] The broadcast signal analysis unit 902 analyzes PSI/SI (Program Specific Information / Service Information)
in the stream data (TS) which is demodulated by the broadcast receiving unit 901, and extracts data such as video,
audio, and data broadcasting corresponding to a programmed channel that is currently selected. The channel selection
is performed based on a channel switching instruction sent from the operation controlling unit 914 described later.
[0094] The broadcast signal analysis unit 902 outputs the extracted data in PES format (Packetized Elementary
Stream) such as video or audio data, to the video/audio decoding unit 903; the extracted data in section format such as
data broadcast, to the data broadcast decoding unit 904.
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[0095] At this time, the broadcast signal analysis unit 902 may extract the application activation information included
in an AIT descriptor (application activation information descriptor) which is one of SI (program arrangement information)
from the stream data demodulated by the broadcast receiving unit 901. Then, the broadcast signal analysis unit 902
writes the extracted application activation information into the application activation information storing unit 907. In
addition, when extracting the application activation information, the broadcast signal analysis unit 902 notifies to the
application management/execution controlling unit 909 that the application activation information is notified (activation
information notification), together with information identifying the application (application ID).
[0096] The video/audio decoding unit 903 decodes video and audio (video and audio stream of MPEG2) extracted by
the broadcast signal analysis unit 902, and outputs the decoded data of video and audio to the composing and displaying
unit 915.
[0097] The data broadcast decoding unit 904 decodes data of the data broadcast extracted by the broadcast signal
analysis unit 902, analyzes BML, converts the BML into display data, and outputs the display data to the composing
and displaying unit 915.
[0098] In addition, the data broadcast decoding unit 904 extracts the application activation information transmitted in
a carousel, writes the extracted application activation information into the application activation information storing unit
907.
[0099] The communication transmitting/receiving unit 905 receives data such as an application and application acti-
vation information via the network N.
[0100] The application activation information obtaining unit 906 obtains the activation information corresponding to
the A-application and the ordinary application via the communication transmitting/receiving unit 905. Then, the application
activation information obtaining unit 906 writes the acquired application activation information into the application acti-
vation information storing unit 907.
[0101] The application activation information storing unit 907 is a storage medium such as memory or a hard disk for
storing the application activation information. In the application activation information storing unit 907, the broadcast
signal analysis unit 902 or the application activation information obtaining unit 906 writes the application activation
information.
[0102] The list controlling unit 908 is a launcher that controls display of a list of activatable applications and selection
of an application.
[0103] The list controlling unit 908, receiving a user’s order to display a list through the operation controlling unit 91,
generates a list of applications corresponding to the application activation information stored in the application activation
information storing unit 907, and outputs the list to the composing and displaying unit 915 as display data.
[0104] Further, the list controlling unit 908 selects an application from the list of applications that the user displays via
the operation controlling unit 914. Then, the list controlling unit 908 outputs a selected application notification that includes
the number (application ID) identifying the selected application, to the application management/execution controlling
unit 909.
[0105] The application management/execution controlling unit 909 controls an application life cycle (a process in which
an application is loaded, executed, and terminated).
[0106] Specifically, the application management/execution controlling unit 909, when the application execution unit
913 inputs a resource allocation request described later, outputs (transfers) the resource allocation request to the
resource managing unit 919 described later.
[0107] Further, the application management/execution controlling unit 909, when the resource managing unit 919
inputs a response to the resource allocation request, outputs (transfers) the response of the resource allocation request
to the application execution unit 913.
[0108] In the case of successful allocation of the resource in which the response to the resource allocation request
indicates that the resource allocation is successful, the application management/execution controlling unit 909 writes
the information of the successful allocation of the resource into a security information table (not shown) stored in memory
or the like in association with the ID of the running application.
[0109] On the other hand, in the case of unsuccessful allocation of the resource in which the response to the resource
allocation request indicates that the resource allocation is unsuccessful, the application management/execution control-
ling unit 909 writes the information of the unsuccessful allocation of the resource into the security information table in
association with the application ID of the running application.
[0110] In addition, the application authentication unit 917 described later inputs the authentication result to the appli-
cation management/execution controlling unit 909. The authentication result includes information such as the ID of the
application whose signature is verified, and an attribute indicating to which of an ordinary application or an A-application
the application belongs. Then, the application management/execution controlling unit 909 writes the inputted authenti-
cation result into the security information table in association with the application ID of the running application.
[0111] Thereby, the application management/execution controlling unit 909 is able to store and manage the success
or failure of resource allocation, the allocated resource, and the authentication result for the running application.
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[0112] Here, the application management/execution controlling unit 909 is provided with an activation controlling unit
909a, a termination controlling unit 909b, and a reservation managing unit 909c.
[0113] The activation controlling unit 909a controls activation of the application acquired by the application obtaining
unit 911.
[0114] Specifically, the activation controlling unit 909a activates an application according to the application activation
information stored in the application activation information storing unit 907, when receiving a notification of the activation
information from the broadcast signal analysis unit 902.
[0115] The activation controlling unit 909a, also, notifies the application execution unit 913 to run an application
(activation control order), when a notification of a selected application is notified by the list controlling unit 908. Thereby,
the application selected from the list by the user is activated.
[0116] In addition, the activation controlling unit 909a is supposed to manage a running application with identification
information (the application ID) and to write the application ID of the running application into the activated application
identification information storing unit 910.
[0117] The termination controlling unit 909b performs termination control of the running applications.
[0118] Specifically, the termination controlling unit 909b, when receiving the notification of the activation information
from the broadcast signal analysis unit 902, orders the application execution unit 913 to terminate the applications,
according to the application activation information stored in the application activation information storing unit 907.
[0119] The reservation managing unit 909c controls reservation (install) of applications in advance in the receiver 90
(specifically, the application storing unit 912).
[0120] More specifically, the reservation managing unit 909c, when receiving a notification of the selected application
from the list controlling unit 908, notifies the application obtaining unit 911 of an application obtaining order. The application
obtaining order is an instruction to obtain the application according to the application activation information, and to write
the application into the application storing unit 912.
[0121] Thus, the application selected by the user is reserved in the application storing unit 912.
[0122] Here, when an application is stored (installed) in the application storing unit 912, the reservation managing unit
909c sets an application reservation state as "reserved" in the application activation information storing unit 907.
[0123] In the other aspect, the reservation managing unit 909c deletes the reserved application in accordance with
an instruction from the user. At this time, the reservation managing unit 909c sets "unreserved" the application reservation
state of the deleted application in the application activation information storing unit 907.
[0124] The activated application identification information storing unit 910 is a storing medium such as a semiconductor
memory for storing identification information (application ID) of the running application. In the activated application
identification information storing unit 910, the activation controlling unit 909a writes an application ID when activating
the application and the termination controlling unit 909b deletes the application ID when terminating the application.
[0125] The application obtaining unit 911, when the reservation managing unit 909c notifies an application obtaining
order, acquires an application stored in either the repository 80 or the application server 30 via the communication
transmitting/receiving unit 905. The application obtaining unit 911 writes the acquired application into the application
storing unit 912.
[0126] Then, the application obtaining unit 911, when obtaining the application, outputs an authentication order to the
application authentication unit 917. This authentication order is an order to authenticate (determine) which one of the
A-application or the orderly application the application is.
[0127] This enables to reduce the number of times for the receiver 90 to perform the application authentication,
compared with the case of performing the application authentication each time to activate the application, and to reduce
the processing load.
[0128] In FIG. 7, the authentication order outputted by the application obtaining unit 911 is described as "Authentication
order 1". The "authentication order 2" is described later.
[0129] The application storing unit 912 is storage medium such as a hard disk and stores the application acquired by
the application obtaining unit 911. The application execution unit 913 retrieves and executes the application stored in
the application storing unit 912.
[0130] The application execution unit 913 performs activation and termination of an application based on an activation
control order from the application management/execution controlling unit 909.
[0131] The application execution unit 913, based on the information identifying the application (the application ID, the
storing location, and the like) included in the activation control order, acquires the application and data required for
executing the application (for example, metadata, icon data, etc) from the origin of the application. Then, the application
execution unit 913 develops (loads) the application in a memory (not shown) to run the application.
[0132] Video and audio data accompanying the execution of this application is outputted to the composing and dis-
playing unit 915.
[0133] Here, if a running application calls an API (Application Program Interface) to access a resource, the application
execution unit 913 outputs a resource allocation request to the resource managing unit 919 through the application
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management/execution controlling unit 909.
[0134] This resource allocation request is intended to request an allocation of resource and includes, for example, an
API name called by the running application.
[0135] In addition, the application execution unit 913 is inputted a response to the resource allocation request by the
resource managing unit 919.
[0136] In the case that the response to the resource allocation request indicates a successful resource allocation, the
application execution unit 913 calls an API to use the resource allocated by the resource managing unit 919.
[0137] On the other hand, in the case of resource allocation failure in the response to the resource allocation request,
the application execution unit 913 performs a handling optional to each application, for example, a security-related
exception handling, or termination of the application.
[0138] In addition, if the termination controlling unit 909b directs termination of the application, the application execution
unit 913 terminates the running application, for example, with an interruption signal, or the like.
[0139] It is described that the application execution unit 913 outputs the resource allocation request to the resource
managing unit 919 through the application management/execution controlling unit 909, but the application execution
unit 913 is not limited thereto. Specifically, the application execution unit 913 may output the resource allocation request
directly to the resource managing unit 919 (not shown in figure).
[0140] The operation controlling unit 914 notifies the broadcast signal analysis unit 902 of a channel switching order
including the channel number after the switching, when a user instructs to change the channel via a remote control
device Ri. Thereby, the ordered channel is now selected.
[0141] The composing and displaying unit 915 synthesizes and displays video and audio data from the video/audio
decoding unit 903, display data of the data broadcast from the data broadcast decoding unit 904, list display data from
the list controlling unit 908, and application display data from the application execution unit 913.
[0142] Note that the composing and displaying unit 915 outputs the synthesized audio as an audio signal to the audio
output device Sp such as a speaker or the like connected to the outside, the synthesized image (video) as a video signal
to the video display device Mo such as a liquid crystal display connected to the outside as a video signal.
[0143] The security managing unit 916 manages the security of the receiver 90, and includes an application authen-
tication unit (application determination unit) 917 and a resource access controlling unit 918.
[0144] The application authentication unit (application determination unit) 917 is provided with a verification key man-
aging unit (verification key storing unit) 917a for storing and managing a verification key. The application authentication
unit 917 verifies whether the signature of the application acquired by the application obtaining unit 911 is valid or not,
by using the verification key. Then, the application authentication unit 917 authenticates an acquired application as an
A-application when the signature is valid; authenticate the acquired application as an ordinary application when the
signature is not valid (application authentication).

<Specific examples of the application authentication>

[0145] Hereafter, a specific example of application authentication is explained.
[0146] The application authentication unit 917 reads out an application ID (ID in FIG. 7) added to an application, and
a signature and a signature source message (message in FIG. 7) from the application storing unit 912 in response to
the authentication order inputted by the application obtaining unit 911. Then the application authentication unit 917
verifies whether the signature added to the application is valid or not using the verification key stored in the verification
key managing unit 917a.
[0147] Specifically, the application authentication unit 917 applies a hash function to a signature source message to
calculate a hash value of the signature source message. The hash function is the same as that of the signature generating
unit 704. The application authentication unit 917 decrypts the signature added to the application with the verification
key. Furthermore, the application authentication unit 917 compares the decrypted signature with a hash value of the
signature source message to determine whether they match or not.
[0148] Specifically, the application authentication unit 917 verifies the signature using the following equation (2). In
the Equation (2), DEC_Kp indicates the decryption with the verification key (public key), ’<=>’ indicates a comparison
of the left and right sides. 

[0149] Here, when the decrypted signature matches the hash value of the signature source message, the application
authentication unit 917 determines the decrypted signature is valid and authenticates the acquired application as the A-
application.
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[0150] On the other hand, if the signature is not added to the application, or if the decoded signature does not match
the hash value of the signature source message, the application authentication unit 917 determines the signature is not
valid, and authenticates the acquired application as ordinary application.
[0151] Then, the application authentication unit 917 outputs, as an authentication result (determination result), the ID
of the application with the verified signature and information such as an attribute indicating the A-application or the
ordinary application (for example, 0: A-application, 1: ordinary application) to the application management/execution
controlling unit 909 and the resource access controlling unit 918.
[0152] The resource access controlling unit 918 controls a resource access of the application obtained by the application
obtaining unit 911 depending on the attribute of this application. In the present exemplary embodiment, the resource
access controlling unit 918 performs the resource access control based on a resource access controlling table that is
set in advance.

<Resource Access Control>

[0153] Referring to FIG. 8, the resource access control by the resource access control unit 918 is described in detail
(refer to FIG. 7 as necessary).
[0154] The resource access controlling table is a table that defines resources accessible and inaccessible from each
of the A-application and the ordinary application in advance. As shown in FIG. 8, the resource access controlling table
includes data items of API identifier, API name, Resource type, and Access right.
[0155] The API identifier is an identifier that uniquely identifies an API that accesses a resource.
[0156] The API name is a name of the API that accesses the resource.
[0157] The Resource type is information indicating the resource accessed by the API.
[0158] The access right indicates whether or not each of an A-application and an ordinary application can access to
a resource.
[0159] This resource is a content element or a receiver resource that is required for an operation of an application,
and includes, for example, a broadcast resource, a communication resource, and a receiver resource.
[0160] The broadcast resource is a resource handled in a broadcast wave W, includes, for example, video, audio,
caption, and PSI (Program Specific Information) / SI (Service Information).
[0161] The communication resource is a resource handled in the network N, and includes, for example, TCP (Trans-
mission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol).
[0162] In addition, the receiver resource is a resource of software and hardware of the receiver 90, and includes, for
example, a video/audio output process, a channel selection process, memory, and storage.
[0163] The resource access controlling table in FIG. 8 defines an API for exclusively accessing to each resource. In
the example in FIG. 8, an API accessing to the resource "Video" is "subA()", an API accessing to the resource "Audio"
is "subB()", an API accessing to the resource "Caption" is "subC()", an API accessing to the resource "SI" is "subD()."
[0164] The resource access controlling table indicates that the access rights of the A-application to all the resources
of "Video", "Audio", "Caption", and "SI" are "Enabled" and that the A-application can access all the resources.
[0165] Further, the resource access controlling table indicates that the access rights of the ordinary application to the
broadcast resources such as "Video", "Audio", "Caption" are "Disabled" and that the ordinary application can not access
these resources. Meanwhile, the resource access controlling table indicates that even the ordinary application can
access the resource "SI."
[0166] That is, the resource access controlling table in FIG. 8 is configured so that the A-applications can access the
wider range of resources compared to the ordinary applications. In other words, the resource access controlling table
is configured to prevent the ordinary applications from accessing to the predetermined resources, in view of safety and
a public nature of broadcasting.
[0167] Here, the resource access controlling table may be created by an authority such as the system administrator
or the broadcast station, transmitted to the receiver 90 via the broadcast wave W or the network N, and stored in the
receiver 90. This enables the system administrator or the broadcast station to manage the resources accessible from
the ordinary application in the receiver 90 and to improve maintainability.
[0168] Note that the resource access controlling table is not limited to the example in FIG. 8. For example, in the
resource access controlling table, resources (for example, communication resources such as the "TCP") other than the
broadcasting resources can also be configured.
[0169] The application authentication unit 917 inputs an authentication result to the resource access controlling unit
918. Then, based on the authentication result, the resource access controlling unit 918 determines whether the resource
allocation is permitted or not when a resource allocability query is inputted by the resource managing unit 919.
[0170] Specifically, when the authentication result indicates that an application is the A-application, the resource access
controlling unit 918 searches the resource access controlling table for the access right of the A-application using the
API name included in the resource allocability query as the search key and determines the allocability of the resource.
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For example, when the A-application calls "subA ()", the resource access controlling unit 918 determines that the resource
can be allocated because the access right for the resource "Video" is "Enabled." Then the resource access controlling
unit 918 outputs a resource allocatable response indicating the resource allocation is allowable to the resource managing
unit 919.
[0171] When the access right of the A-application is "Disabled", the resource access controlling unit 918 prohibits
even the A-application from accessing to the resource (not shown in FIG. 8).
[0172] On the other hand, when the authentication result indicates that an application is the ordinary application, the
resource access controlling unit 918 searches the resource access controlling table for the access right of the ordinary
application using the API name included in the resource allocability query as the search key, and determines the allocability
of the resource. For example, when the ordinary application calls "subA ()", the resource access controlling unit 918
determines that the resource allocation is not permitted because the access right for the resource "Video" is "Disabled."
When the ordinary application calls "subD ()", the resource access controlling unit 918 determines that the resource
allocation is permitted because the access right for the resource "SI" is "Enabled." Then, the resource access controlling
unit 918 outputs a resource unallocatable response indicating the resource cannot be allocated or the resource allocatable
response based on the determination result to the resource managing unit 919.
[0173] Returning to FIG. 7, the description of the configuration of the receiver 90 is resumed.
[0174] The resource management unit 919 manages the various resources. Here, when the application manage-
ment/execution controlling unit 909 input the resource allocation request, the resource managing unit 919 outputs the
resource allocability query to the resource access controlling unit 918, according to the resource allocation request.
[0175] The resource allocability query is intended to inquire of the resource access controlling unit 918 whether or not
the resource can be allocated, and includes, for example, the API name contained in the resource allocation request.
[0176] In addition, the resource managing unit 919 is inputted a response to the resource allocability query by the
resource access controlling unit 918.
[0177] Then, the resource managing unit 919 allocates the resource to the running application when this response to
the resource allocability query indicates that the resource is allocatable. Then, the resource managing unit 919 outputs
the resource allocation success response indicating that the resource allocation is successful to the application man-
agement/execution controlling unit 909.
[0178] On the other hand, if the response to the resource allocability query indicates that the resource is unallocatable,
the resource managing unit 919 outputs to the application management/execution controlling unit 909 the resource
allocation failure response indicating that the allocation of the resource unsuccessful.

[Operation of integrated broadcasting communications system: A-application]

[0179] An operation of the integrated broadcasting communications system in FIG. 1 is described in the case that the
receiver 90 activates the A-application (FIG. 9) and the case that the receiver 90 activates the ordinary application (FIG.
10).
[0180] As shown in FIG. 9, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the signature key issuing device
60 issue a signature key (secret key) and a verification key (public key) corresponding to the signature key. Here, the
signature key issuing device 60 generates the signature key and the verification key using a typical public key encryption
scheme, for example, RSA, ElGamal, Rabin, and the elliptic curve cryptography (step S1).
[0181] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 delivers the verification key generated by the signature
key issuing device 60 to the receiver 90 by an arbitrary way. For example, the verification key is sent to the manufacturer
of the receiver 90 and recorded (pre-installed) in the receiver 90 in advance. In another way, the IC card that records
the verification key may be sent to a user in offline and each user may have the receiver 90 read the verification key
stored in the IC card (step S2).
[0182] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 outputs the generated signature key to the application
registration device 70 through the signature key issuing device 60. For example, the signature key issuing device 60
outputs (issues) the signature key to the application registration device 70 in response to an order from a system
administrator (step S3).
[0183] Note that the process of steps S1 to S3 may be executed only one time before a registration of the A-application
starts and does not need to be executed each time an A-application is registered.
[0184] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the application ID generating device 50 generate
an application ID (step S4). Then, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 outputs the application regis-
tration device 70 the application ID generated by the application ID generating device 50 (step S5).
[0185] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 outputs the application stored in the application man-
agement device 40 to the application registration device 70 in arbitrary way. For example, the application is sent to the
application registration device 70 via the network N. In another way, a recording medium storing this application may
be sent to the system administrator in offline, and the system administrator manually input this application into the
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application registration device 70 (step S6).
[0186] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the application registration device 70 add the
application ID inputted by the application ID generating device 50 to the application inputted by the application manage-
ment device 40 (step S7).
[0187] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the application registration device 70 generate a
signature, using the signature key inputted by the signature key issuing device 60. For example, the application registration
device 70 calculates the hash value of the signature source message by applying a hash function on the signature
source message. Then, the application registration device 70 generates a signature by encrypting the calculated hash
value with the signature key (step S8).
[0188] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the application registration device 70 add the
generated signature to the application with the application ID (step S9). Then, the integrated broadcasting communica-
tions system 1 sends the application to which the signature is added to the repository 80 through the application registration
device 70, and has the repository 80 store and manage the A-application (step S10).
[0189] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the receiver 90 request an A-application from the
repository 80 (step S11). Then, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the receiver 90 acquire the
requested A-application from the repository 80 (step S12).
[0190] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the receiver 90 perform an application authentication
(step S 13). The details of the application authentication in step S 13 is described later.
[0191] Here, since the signature of the application is valid, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has
the receiver 90 activate the acquired application as an A-application (step S 14).

[Operation of integrated broadcasting communications system: ordinary application]

[0192] As shown in FIG. 10, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 requires an ordinary application
from the application server 30 (step S21). Then, the integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the receiver
90 acquire the required ordinary application from the application server 30 (step S22).
[0193] The integrated broadcasting communications system 1 has the receiver 90 perform the application authenti-
cation (step S23). Here, since the application signature is not valid, the integrated broadcasting communications system
1 has the receiver 90 activate the acquired application as the ordinary application (step S24).
[0194] Note that the processing of the step S23 is the same process as step S 13 in FIG. 9.

[Operation of the receiver: application authentication]

[0195] With reference to FIG. 11, the application authentication process is described as an operation of the receiver
90 (refer to FIG. 7 as necessary).
[0196] When the application is acquired, the application obtaining unit 911 inputs the application authentication unit
917 the authentication order (step S131). Then, the application authentication unit 917 retrieves the application ID, the
signature, and the signature source message attached to the application from the application storing unit 912, and at
the same time, reads out the verification key from the verification key managing unit 917a (step S132).
[0197] The application authentication unit 917 determines whether or not the signature is attached to the application
(step S133).
[0198] If the signature is added to the application ("Yes" in step S 133), the application authentication unit 917 proceeds
to step S 134.
[0199] On the other hand, if the signature is not added to the application ("No" in step S 133), the application authen-
tication unit 917 goes to step S 136.
[0200] The application authentication unit 917 verifies whether the signature is valid or not with the verification key
(step S 134).
[0201] If the signature is valid ("Yes" in step S134), the application authentication unit 917 proceeds to step S135.
[0202] If the signature is invalid ("No" in step S 134), the application authentication unit 917 proceeds to step S136.
[0203] If "Yes" in step S 134, the application authentication unit 917 authenticates (determines) the acquired application
as the A-application (step S135).
[0204] If "No" in step S 133 or step S 134, the application authentication unit 917 authenticates (determines) the
acquired application as the ordinary application (step S136).
[0205] As described above, the receiver 90 according to the exemplary embodiment of the present patent-application
acquires an application stored in either the repository 80 or the application server 30 and authenticates which the acquired
application is, the A-application or the ordinary application. Then, the receiver 90 regulates to prohibit the acquired
application from accessing to a predetermined resource based on the authentication result. Thereby, the receiver 90
can prohibit the ordinary application whose operation is not guaranteed from performing an unlimited resource access.
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[0206] Note that the present patent-application also enables to perform the application authentication when an appli-
cation is activated, although the present embodiment describes the application authentication as performing the appli-
cation authentication in the time of obtaining the application. In this case, an authentication order is outputted to the
application authentication unit 917 ("Authentication order 2" in FIG. 7) and the application authentication is performed
each time the activation controlling unit 909a activates an application, thereby safety is more improved.
[0207] Thus, since the receiver 90 may verify the signature at either timing of obtaining and activating an application,
the design freedom of the receiver 90 can be improved.
[0208] In the present embodiment, a signature is described as being added on an application, but the present patent-
application is not limited thereto. For example, in the present patent-application, by encrypting and decrypting an appli-
cation with the signature key and the verification key respectively, the application itself can also be treated as a signature.
[0209] In the present embodiment the number of the signature key and verification key is one respectively, but the
present patent-application is not limited thereto. For example, the present patent-application may allow a signature key
and verification key to be issued for each service provider, or for each A-application.
[0210] In the present embodiment, the number of the service provider producing an A-application and an ordinary
application is one respectively, but may be plural. In another example, the same single service provider may produce
both of an ordinary application and an A-application. In yet another example, a broadcast station may produce an
application as a service provider.
[0211] In the present embodiment, it is described that the A-applications are collected centrally in one repository 80
and delivered to the receiver 90, but the present patent-application is not limited thereto. For example, the integrated
broadcasting communications system 1 according to the present patent-application may include multiple repositories,
and each repository 80 may deliver an A-application to a receiver 90 (not shown in figure).
[0212] In addition, after a system administrator issues a signature and an application ID, then the system administrator
may deliver a signature and an application ID to a service provider B, and then the service provider B may add the
signature and the application ID to the application. In this case, the A-application is directly delivered to the receiver 90
from an application server (not shown in figure) managed by the service provider B.
[0213] Note that a computer may implement the control functions of the receiver 90 according to the present exemplary
embodiment. In this case, the present invention may be implemented by recording on a computer-readable recording
medium a resource access control program for performing the control function, by loading into the computer system the
resource access control program recorded on the recording medium, and by executing the program.
[0214] Note that "computer system" here is supposed to include an OS and hardware such as a peripheral device.
[0215] The "computer-readable recording medium" is a portable medium such as a flexible disk, an optical-magnetic
disk, ROM, CD-ROM, or a storage device such as a hard disk built in the computer system.
[0216] Additionally, the "computer-readable recording medium" may also include a medium which holds a program
dynamically during a short time, like a network such as the Internet or a communication cable for transmitting a program
via a communication line such as a telephone line; or a medium holding a program during a certain time such as a
volatile memory in a computer system serving as a server or a client computer in that case.
[0217] Furthermore, the resource access control program described above may implement a part of the above-men-
tioned control function, or implement the function in combination with a program already recorded on the computer system.

[Description of Reference Character]

[0218]

1 Integrated broadcast communications system
10 Broadcast transmitting apparatus
20, 20A, 20B Content delivery server
30 Application server
40 Application management device
50 Application ID generating device
60 Signature key issuing device
70 Application registration device
80 Repository
90 Receiver
300 Application input unit
301 Application storing unit
302 Application transmitting unit
500 Application ID generating unit
501 Application ID output unit
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600 Signature-key/verification-key generating unit
601 Verification key management unit
602 Signature key management unit
700 Application input unit
701 Application ID input unit
702 Application ID adding unit
703 Signature key input unit
704 Signature generating unit
705 Signature adding unit
706 Application output unit
800 Application input unit
801 Application storing unit
802 Application transmitting unit
901 Broadcast receiving unit
902 Broadcast signal analysis unit
903 Video/audio decoding unit
904 Data broadcast decoding unit
905 Communication transmitting/receiving unit
906 Application activation information obtaining unit
907 Application activation information storing unit
908 List controlling unit
909 Application management/execution controlling unit
909a Activation controlling unit
909b Termination controlling unit
909c Reservation managing unit
910 Activated application identification information storing unit
911 Application obtaining unit
912 Application storing unit
913 Application execution unit
914 Operation controlling unit
915 Composing and displaying unit
916 Security managing unit
917 Application authentication unit
917 Verification key managing unit
918 Resource access controlling unit
919 Resource managing unit

Claims

1. An integrated broadcasting communications receiver for receiving a broadcast program, provided in an integrated
broadcasting communications system which includes: a broadcast transmitting apparatus for transmitting the broad-
cast program; a signature key issuing device for issuing a signature key that is secret information and a verification
key that is public information corresponding to the signature key; an application registration device for signing an
application with the signature key; a repository for storing an A-application that is a signed application; and an
application server for storing an ordinary application that is a non-signed application,
the integrated broadcasting communications receiver comprising:

a verification key storing unit for storing the verification key in advance;
an application obtaining unit for obtaining the application stored in either the repository or the application server
via a network;
an application determination unit for verifying whether a signature of the application obtained by the application
obtaining unit is valid or not using the verification key, and determining that the obtained application is the A-
application if the signature is valid and that the obtained application is the ordinary application if the signature
is invalid or not signed; and
a resource access controlling unit for performing a resource access control to prohibit the obtained application
from accessing to a predetermined resource based on a determination result by the application determination
unit.
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2. The integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to claim 1, wherein the application determination
unit determines whether the signature of the application is valid or not when the application is obtained or activated.

3. The integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to claim 1,
wherein the resource access controlling unit performs the resource access control based on a resource access
controlling table that defines which resources cannot be accessed by each of the A-application and the ordinary
application in advance.

4. A resource access control program to make an integrated broadcasting communications receiver that is provided
with a verification key storing unit for storing a verification key in advance, function as
an application obtaining unit for obtaining an application stored in either a repository or an application server via a
network;
an application determination unit for verifying whether a signature of the application obtained by the application
obtaining unit is valid or not, using the verification key; and determining that the obtained application is an A-
application if the signature is valid and that the obtained application is an ordinary application if the signature is
invalid or not signed; and
a resource access controlling unit for performing a resource access control to prohibit the obtained application from
accessing to a predetermined resource based on a determination result by the application determination unit,
wherein the integrated broadcasting communications receiver for receiving the broadcast program is provided in a
integrated broadcasting communications system including:
a broadcast transmitting apparatus for transmitting a broadcast program;
a signature key issuing device for issuing a signature key that is secret information and the verification key that is
public information corresponding to the signature key;
an application registration device for signing the application with the signature key;
a repository for storing the A-application that is a signed application; and
an application server for storing the ordinary application that is a non-signed application.

5. The integrated broadcasting communications system comprising:

the integrated broadcasting communications receiver according to claim 1;
the broadcast transmitting apparatus for transmitting the broadcast program;
the signature key issuing device for issuing the signature key and the verification key;
the application registration device for signing the application;
the repository for storing the A-application; and
the application server for storing the ordinary application that is a non-signed application.
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